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expedition to invade the northern states from Canada. Early in the first
World War, half a century later, German sympathizers from the United
States crossed the boundary and tried to injure Canada by blowing up
the Welland Canal. In later years the ease with which the Canadian
border can be crossed was one of the greatest obstacles to the enforcement
of the prohibition and the immigration laws of the United States.
Sweden and Norway furnish another example of unfortified bound-
aries. They have agreed that a strip within 15 kilometers on either side
of the international boundary shall form a "buffer zone" wherein neither
power will erect fortifications. The same sort of agreement has been
entered into between Siam and Burma.
Hotts Germany's Frontiers Helped Start Two World Wars. Among
the world's great nations Germany has politically the most unfortunate
boundaries. An understanding of them helps to explain some of the
causes of the two great wars of the present century. The really bad sec-
tions of Germany's boundaries are on the east and west. The eastern
boundary crosses a featureless plain, while the Dutch boundary on the
west is similar, though swampy. Before the first World War the boundary
toward Belgium and France lay mostly in a region of low hills easily
traversed. Commercially such boundaries would have been good were it
not that they gave Germany the mouths of the Niemen and Vistula
Rivers which naturally belonged to Russia, and cut Germany off from
the mouth of her most important river, the Rhine, where the chief Ger-
man seaport would naturally be located.
The indefinite character of her eastern and western boundaries was
one reason why Germany encroached on her neighbors. In the eighteenth
century she annexed part of Poland, and in the nineteenth took Alsace-
Lorraine from France. France naturally wanted to recover Alsace-
Lorraine, for that section is rich in iron and the majority of the people
were French in sympathies. Except along the Vosges Mountains in
southern Alsace there are no physical boundaries to separate this region
from France any more than from Germany. Therefore both countries
felt obliged to provide military defenses along Germany's western bound-
ary. In the same way on the east Russia and Germany were not physi-
cally separated. Before the first World War they had no agreement like
that between the United States and Canada. Moreover such an agree-
ment was difficult because the two countries differed greatly not only in
language and habits, but also in ideals and purposes. Each was constantly
afraid of encroachment by the other.
Even in times of peace the absence of any distinct barriers on the
east and west of Germany caused difficulties. The Poles by the hundred
thousand went from Russian Poland into eastern Germany and took the

